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Celebrating July
Independence Day (U.S.)
July 4
Ice Cream Day
July 17
Day of the Cowboy
July 23
International Day of
Friendship
July 30

Welcome New
Residents!
Mike & Ruth Williams
Terry Erixson
Phyllis Grue
Frances Dellinger
Julie Maxwell
Myrt McCleery
Pete & Athleen Stokke
Richard Wenger

Bombs Bursting in Air
It is common on July summer nights to hear the far-off
crackle and boom of fireworks, but no holiday boasts a
more grandiose display of fireworks than America’s
Independence Day celebrations on July 4.
Setting off fireworks to celebrate Independence Day
is a tradition that dates all the way back to America’s
Declaration of Independence in 1776. On July 1 of that
year, the Continental Congress convened in Philadelphia
to debate whether the colonies should declare independence
from Britain. In the midst of their debate, news suddenly
arrived that British ships had entered New York Harbor.
The delegates’ sense of urgency increased, and on
July 2 they voted in favor of independence.
John Adams, representative of Massachusetts, sensed
the significance of the decision. He wrote to his wife,
Abigail: “The Second Day of July 1776, will be the most
memorable Epocha, in the History of America… It ought
to be solemnized with Pomp and Parade, with Shews,
Games, Sports, Guns, Bells, Bonfires and Illuminations
from one End of this Continent to the other.” Adams
may have been off by two days, but his vision of future
Independence Day celebrations was spot on. Cities would
commemorate the day just as Adams had predicted. In
Philadelphia on July 4, 1777, a cannon was fired 13 times
to honor the 13 original colonies, and 13 fireworks were
shot into the air.
Those early fireworks looked very different from those we
enjoy today. Many offered nothing more than a fountain of
monochromatic sparks or a loud explosion. It wasn’t until
the 1830s that Italian inventors added metal salts like
strontium and barium to the incendiary mixtures, finally
giving fireworks a palette of color. At last, crowds could
“Ooh!” and “Ahh!” as the night sky was lit up in glittering
shades of red, white, and blue. Other innovations in
fireworks are on the way. Quiet fireworks, those without
the loud explosions, have been tested in Europe. There
are even daytime fireworks with vivid colors that stand out
against a sunlit sky.
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Just Hanging Around
What better way to relax on a
hot July day than to swing freely
in a hammock while sipping on
an ice-cold drink or reading a
book? If you’ve never “hung
out” in a hammock, why not try it on July 22,
Hammock Day?

Monthly Mini
Massages with
Bridger Bodyworx

Christopher Columbus discovered more than
a “New World” in 1492; he also discovered
hammocks. On October 17, 1492, he recorded
in his journal that “people were sleeping in nets
between the trees.” These people were the Taino
of the Greater Antilles. The Taino fished with
nets called hamaca. The woven cotton slings
were also used as hanging seats, beds, or
sacks. The Europeans would eventually turn the
word hamaca into the word hammock and bring
hundreds of them back to Europe. Sailors, used
to sleeping on the hard, filthy wood floors of
sailing ships, quickly adopted the hanging beds
as a modicum of comfort. The Taino did not
have comfort in mind when they invented their
hamaca. Sleeping high off the jungle floor protected
vulnerable sleepers from venomous insects and
reptiles. Hopefully, such dangers don’t exist if
you enjoy a hammock in your own backyard.
Many hammock lovers tout the restorative
benefits of sleeping in a hammock. A study in
Switzerland concluded that sleeping in a bed that
rocks gently offers a deeper and more restive
sleep. Hammocks can replicate this rhythmic
motion. Others swear that sleeping in a hammock
reduces back pain. A relaxing nap in a hammock
might reduce overall tension, which might relieve
some back pain. Doctors are skeptical, but if
snoozing in a hammock reduces stress, then
why not go for it?
Cotton hammocks are easy to find in stores and
soft to snooze in, but many modern hammocks
are made of lightweight nylon, a fabric sometimes
called parachute. This nylon is often strong
enough to hold 400 pounds or more, making
hammocks a hanging bed built for two. Any
way you hang them, hammocks are symbols
of summer relaxation.

In Loving memory
Vera Barnett 1928-2022
Betty Anderson 1926-2022

New Staff
Carole- RA
Gracie-RA
Paige-Dining
Ravyn-RA
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Pilgrims at the Peak

Picnic at Bozeman Pond

On the last Sunday in July, tens of
thousands of pilgrims climb Ireland’s
Croagh Patrick to honor the revered
patron saint of Ireland. This tradition,
known as Reek Sunday, has occurred
for 1,500 years and pre-dates both
St. Patrick and Christianity. Some
historians believe that climbing the mountain
was part of a pagan ritual associated with
Lughnasadh, the Gaelic festival marking the
start of the harvest season. One legend tells
of how St. Patrick went to the mountain to
convert a pagan king to Catholicism. Patrick
battled the king’s mother, a demon in disguise,
and cast her into a lake far below, successfully
converting the king.
St. Patrick is believed to have spent 40 days
atop the mountain in the year 441, fasting and
praying. A church has been located on its summit
since the fifth century. In 1905, a new chapel was
built atop Croagh Patrick, and on Reek Sunday,
a mass is held and pilgrims are given the
opportunity to have their confessions heard.
For some pilgrims, penance is done long before
they reach the top. The most devout make the
climb barefoot, suffering each nick and scrape
from the rocky trail as a form of penance. Others
perform rounding rituals, where they walk “sunwise”
around special features of the mountain. It is
seven times around a cairn marked as the grave
of St. Benan, St. Patrick’s most devoted disciple,
known as the Psalmsinger for his beautiful singing
voice; seven times around three ancient burial
cairns known as Mary’s cemetery; seven around
a patch of rock at the summit called Patrick’s
bed, where the saint is believed to have slept
during his 40 days; and 15 times around the
summit itself.
All that extra walking makes a demanding hike
even more difficult. The mountain stands over
2,500 feet high, and the route is steep and
rocky. Each year, pilgrims need rescuing, but
still they climb. For some, the climb is a religious
rite. For others, it is an Irish rite of passage.

Lord of Fantasy
On July 29, 1954, the first book
of J.R.R. Tolkien’s The Lord of
the Rings trilogy, The Fellowship of
the Ring, was published in London. It
was a work that would lay a lasting
foundation for fantasy literature. After
the success of The Hobbit (1937),
Tolkien’s publishers begged him for more stories
about the diminutive heroes. A notoriously slow writer,
he did not even finish a draft of his story about a “new
Hobbit” until 1949. The first volume was envisioned
as two books: The Ring
Sets Out and The Ring Goes South. His end
products, The Fellowship of the Ring, The
Two Towers, and The Return of the King, have sold
more than 150 million copies, making them some of
the bestselling books of all time. Countless books,
the Dungeons & Dragons role-playing game, and
video game franchises all have been inspired by
Tolkien.
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July Birthdays
No Laughing Matter
On July 20, 1715, the “Riot Act”
took effect in England. The act
stipulated that if a gathering of
12 or more people was found to
be loud or unruly, an officer could
approach them and compel them
to disperse by reading:
“Our Sovereign Lord the King chargeth and
commandeth all persons, being assembled,
immediately to disperse themselves, and peaceably to
depart to their habitations,
or to their lawful business, upon the pains contained in
the act made in the first year
of King George, for preventing tumults and
riotous assemblies. God Save the King!”
If rabble-rousers did not disperse, they could
be jailed or worse. The act was eventually deemed
unlawful and was repealed on July 18, 1973, but not
before it entered the lexicon as
an apt metaphor for expressing frustration.

In astrology, those born from July 1–22 are
Crabs of Cancer. Crabs are very intuitive and
sensitive to their environment. Their home is
their sanctuary, and they are emotionally
committed to family and loved ones. Those
born from July 23–31 are Leo’s Lions. As lions
are kings of the animals, Leos are strong and
charismatic leaders. Proud and confident, Leos
enjoy performing and the attention it brings.
Honeylyn- July 2
Kendra- July 3
Carrie- July 3
Myrna- July 7
Christina- July 8
Tiffany- July 8
Myrt- July 10
Rene`- July 12
Jennifer J.- July 18
Marilyn- July 18
Madison- July 21
Jill- July 23
Ruth- July 27

